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UNDERSTANDING NORMAL AND CLINICAL Diet, Eighth Edition, supplies the most current and comprehensive coverage of
both "regular" nutrition, such as digestion and metabolism, vitamins and minerals, and life cycle diet, as well as
"clinical" nutrition linked to diseases, such as nutrition and gastrointestinal, liver, and cardiovascular illnesses. Features
include case research, "How To" boxes with examples of problem-solving in real-world situations, and study queries that
further conceptual knowledge of the material. The text also incorporates a number of learning tools made to help you
wthhold the information and apply your understanding which means you are better ready to work in a medical setting.
Irrespective of your course background, the text is structured and written in a very clear, easy-to-follow format that will
get you actively involved in the field of nutrition.
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A 3 star rating with reservations I had to provide this book a 3 star rating for the ease of information it contains
concerning the enzymatic pathways used by each supplement or mineral. The book is also easy to read. Having said that
however, this book is common American Dietetic Association Clap Trap. It gets a little dense on some topics, and has too
much on a few clinical dietetic issues, so general it could be lopsided. The chapters on Cancers and HIV and
Nourishment are virtually useless. In the event that you do buy this book for the basic information it includes on
metabolic pathways and co-enzyme structures, then be kind to yourself and also get "Clinical Nutrition, AN OPERATING
Approach", released by the Institute for Functional Medicine, and "THE TRUE Vitamin and Mineral Book", by Shari
Lieberman, among others. I bought this reserve for my nutrition class for my Nursing plan. It was a good deal. The book
was very helpful to my ... I have been enjoying what sort of authors put this reserve collectively.The book was very
helpful to my class.! The institution was selling this publication new for a bit more than $400, I came across it brand-
new on Amazon for under $274.! It is normally the type of book that you would like to keep forever since it has really
helpful information that you could apply to your everyday lifestyle.! For an inexpensive book for learners, it is still a good
choice. Good Choice for College students, Has Limitations This book has very scientific explanations of most regions of
human nutrition. This is a great buy and can definitely be a go to resource book for several years to come. I've both the
6th and 7th Editions of the book and with just little qualifications in the 7th edition, both books endorse aspartame and
condemn stevia, regurgitate standard government misinformation about nutrition, knock dietary supplements, and
actually list Steven Barrett's Quackwatch site as a reliable way to obtain information on what is quackery and what's
not really! It is an incredible guide on how best to eat to live healthy as you discover ways to choose food, snacks, drinks,
etc wisely. Will the job. Find out the Real LEADING EDGE science of Nutrition and why regular American Dietetic
Association Fare with their Corrupt Corporate sponsors calling the pictures in Government Nutrition information is not
reliable. This is an excellent book! I loved learning about nutrition beforehand and this actually gives me a solid
knowledge in a so many regions of this subject. I really benefit from the post chapter highlights that cover from clinical
nutrition to common health issues associated with food. It is a good choice for students, however, not people hoping to
obtain a great reference and go-to reserve.. We like renting books as purchasing them on campus is certainly horribly
expensive, especially if you probably won't reference them once again anyway. I wouldn't actually consider buying this
publication unless I had to for school. Pretty decent book Pretty good book.. What I did like was the information
presented heavily favored with FDA/USDA. Lots of contradictions about dieting especially dairy consumption and meats
consumption. Overall it's great not great, I got it for a class but I do refer to it every once in awhile.! Nice Book Exact
book necessary for college nutrition class. Information is pretty up-to-date and I discovered a few new things. What's
convenient about it as well is that at the end of each chapter, there is a Highlights section that switches into further
detail about the subject and applies it to real life. It has okay information in it, nonetheless it seems like the FDA/ADA
and the federal government supplied all the information. Needed for my nutrition class. Easy to come back as well. Has
some good basic chemisty in regards to nutrients. GOOD READ This textbook is truly a really good read. I purchased this
book as a requirement for one of my classes.Wouldn't buy it unless I had too I had to get this book for college. Five
Stars Publication was in great shape! Exactly what I wanted Five Stars Good for understanding science and nutrition Five
Stars Loved using this book for course. Five Stars ? Bought it used. Needlessly to say. Does the job ... Bought it used. Five
Stars Fast shipping and top quality. Awesome coverage of everything nutrition! I am into holistic nutrition and this is
definately NOT holistic. I would not spend the amount of money for a fresh copy of this, egads! But it was much more
helpful to me personally 'cause it helped me learn how to select my meals wisely. It was a great deal. Eh. I would
suggest whoever is certainly interesting in learning more about having a healthy diet to get this book. As expected.
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